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10/5/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 201 
“No Fish Left Uncounted” 

How do you count two fish, three fish or even a school of fish? In Dry Tortugas National Park, 

located 70 miles from Key West, Florida, a group of scientists have joined forces to conduct a 

massive fish census. 

 
10/6/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 701 
“Sea Turtles: The Lost Years” 

After sea turtle hatchlings emerge from their sandy nests, they vanish into the sea. Until recently, 

their journey was largely shrouded in mystery. As technology advances, researchers are 

beginning to learn where sea turtles go during their so-called “lost years”. 

 
10/12/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 202 
“Sentinels of the Sea” 

Bottlenose dolphins are a beloved Florida icon. But, recent studies show disturbing signs of 

immune system dysfunction and disease plaguing this charismatic mammal. 

 
10/13/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 702 
“Grand Cayman’s Famous Stingrays”  

Each year, thousands of tourists interact with the tame southern stingrays in the shallow waters 

of Grand Cayman’s North Sound. The impact the ecotourism has on the wild fish is explored. 

 
10/19/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 203 
“Seagrasses and Mangroves” 

They are an ancient species of flowering plants that grow submerged in all of the world’s oceans. 

Seagrasses link offshore coral reefs with coastal mangrove forests. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



10/20/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 703 
“Billfish: Battle on the Line”  

Intense pressure from commercial fishing has taken its toll on the numbers of sailfish and marlin 

in the tropical Pacific Ocean. Researchers are studying the billfish to provide data and protect its 

populations from further decline. 

 
10/26/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 204 
“Sinking the Vandenberg” 

In the turquoise blue waters of the Florida Keys, a new attraction is drawing scuba divers from 

around the world: The USNS General Hoyt S. Vandenberg. 

 
10/27/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 704 
“The Secret Sex Life of Fish”  

Few people realize some species of fish are capable of changing their sex. Discover the unique 

ways of how some fish do this and why they evolved this way. 

 
11/2/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 301 
“Alien Invaders” 
In the waters of the western Atlantic and Caribbean, a voracious alien predator has taken hold. 
Native to the Indo-Pacific, the invasive lionfish is a major threat to biodiversity and the health of 
already stressed coral reef ecosystems. 
 
11/3/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 801 
“Sponges: Oldest Creatures in the Sea?”  

Recent DNA research sheds light on what were thought to be the first organism to branch off the 

“tree of life”, sponges. Some scientists are suggesting some sponges known as comb jellies, are 

older than previously known. 

 
11/9/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 302 
“Reef Revival” 
In the emerging science of coral reef restoration, marine biologists and resource managers are 
discovering naturally occurring mechanisms that promote coral growth and restore ecological 
balance in these gardens of the sea. 



11/10/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 802 
“Manatees: Conserving a Marine Mammal”  

Every winter, hundreds of manatees congregate at Crystal River, Florida. The sanctuary provides 

scientists the opportunity to study the endangered mammals. 

 
11/16/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 303 
“Prescription: Oceans”  
The oceans are part of America’s newest medical frontier. In Florida, scientists are testing sea 
sponges for their potential anti-cancer properties. These and other marine invertebrates may 
hold the key to unlocking the secrets of our own biology. 
 
11/17/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 803 
“Maug’s Caldera: A Natural Laboratory”  

Scientists study the impacts of ocean acidification on coral reefs on the island of Maug in the 

Pacific Ocean.  

 
11/23/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 304 
“After the Spill”  
Last year’s catastrophic oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico may no longer make headline news, but 
the story is far from over.  Oceanographers continue to study the longterm effects this disaster 
might have on marine ecosystems. 
 
11/24/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 804 
“Beneath the Bridge”  

The Blue Heron Bridge in Riviera Beach, Florida, is known as one of the best shore dives in the 

United States. It is home to a diverse variety of marine life, from manta rays to starfish. Two 

species of octopus co-exist there as well. 

 
11/30/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 401 
“Tracking Tigers”  
Shark experts catch and tag tiger sharks on a thrilling trip to the Bahamas.  The scientists’ 
tracking work has revealed fascinating information about the long-distance migrations of these 



formidable predators.  The fin trade has dramatically reduced shark populations around the 
world, and DNA forensics can be an important tool in determining what sharks are most 
threatened by overfishing.   
 
12/1/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 901 
“The Future of Seafood”  

One way to increase fish production in a sustainable way is to move aquaculture operations 

offshore, where available space and currents flush the pens and promote healthy seafood. 

 
12/7/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 402 
“Mysterious Microbes”  
They are some the ocean’s tiniest inhabitants. On coral reefs, microorganisms are copious 
creatures.  Throughout Florida, scientists painstakingly work to identify key players within this 
microbial community and directly link a devastating coral disease to a human pathogen.  With 
corals under immense stress, experts are using advanced genetic tools and a former aquarium 
“pest” to better comprehend a world that’s invisible to the naked eye.  
 
12/8/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 902 
“Toxic Algae: Complex Sources and Solutions”  
Lake Okeechobee was once the blue heart of Florida, pumping fresh water down to the Everglades and 

beyond. Now that a dike and canal system control its flow, water releases from the lake create mats of 

blue-green algae. Scientists think water pollution is to blame, causing irreparable damage to the 

environment, the local economy and people’s health. 

 
12/14/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 403 
“Grouper Moon”  
Travel to the island of Little Cayman in the Caribbean to witness the mystery of the “Grouper 
Moon.”  Normally a solitary species, during the winter full moons Nassau grouper travel, 
sometimes over great distances, to “group” together and spawn. While most of these known 
spawning sites have been fished out over the years, the west end of Little Cayman is home to 
one of the last great reproductive populations of this endangered species. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



12/15/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 903 
“The Fate of Carbon”  

Additional CO2 is impacting sensitive marine ecosystems through a process called acidification. 

Scientists are studying the impact of acidification and its potential damage. 

 
12/21/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 404 
“Coastal Carnivores”  
The coastal Everglades are home to formidable predators.  Scientists studying bull sharks and 
alligators there have made some perplexing discoveries.  The sharks are living upstream where 
gators should thrive, and gators are swimming out to the open ocean to feed.  Discover how 
experts are monitoring the movements of these amazing animals and what they are learning in 
the process. 
 
12/22/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 904 
“Majestic Mantas”  

The remote Revillagegdo Archipelago off Mexico’s Pacific Coast is a hotspot for giant mantas. 

Scientists studying the local population of mantas conduct experiments to ss if the filer-feeding 

rays are impacted by microplastics. 

 
12/28/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 501 
“Coral Hybrids”  
While Elkhorn and Staghorn corals have undergone a drastic decline in the Caribbean, their 
hybrid, “Fused Staghorn,” is increasing in numbers in parts of the region.   One scientist is 
studying the animals in Belize to see if the hybrid might be better equipped to deal with 
environmental stressors than its parents. 
 
12/29/20 
5:30PM 
CHANGING SEAS 1001 
“Dolphins: Breaking the Code” 

Dr. Denise Herzing has dedicated her career to studying a community of free-ranging Atlantic 

spotted dolphins that live in the shallow, crystal clear waters of the Bahamas. Through non-

invasive, in-water observation, she researches the animals’ social structure, behaviors and 

communication. Now modern technology is making it possible to correlate the dolphins’ sounds 

and behavior, bringing Herzing and her collaborators closer to decoding dolphin communication. 

 


